
Carolina Backyard Naturalist

From North Africa, to North America, 
to North Carolina - The Journey of Our Soils, 
Their Character, and Their Relevance to Life! 

Jeana Myers, PhD Soil Science
NC Extension Horticulture, Wake County 
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Creatures...



Johannes  Stotter

I LOVE ROCKS!



Where the heck did our rocks and soil come from, 
and earth for that matter!? 

Why are there so many different minerals -
gems, quartz, iron, clay…how did they form?

What IS soil, really, here in my backyard?  
How does it support life?



Outline

Geologic history of our “earth,” ALL the 
way back

What our homeland NC is made of and 
what makes it special

Our very own soils - understanding and 
protecting them, for all life!



How the Universe, 
Our Planet, Formed...
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observatory.astro.utah.
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Big
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Universe - 1?

Galaxies - 100-200 billion

Each galaxy has stars 
and solar systems

“Our” Milky Way Galaxy holds our solar system, and 
maybe 100 billion other stars!  Our solar system orbits 
our galaxy every 250 million years, 
at 500 thousand miles per hour:) 



Formation of our solar system 4.6 Billion years ago

University of Copenhagen/Lars Buchhave

“The nitrogen in our 
DNA, the calcium in our 
teeth, the iron in our 
blood, the carbon in our 
apple pies were made in 
the interiors of collapsing 
stars. We are made of 
star stuff.”  Carl Sagan



Rocky, and gaseous planets…

EARTH…
“Just right”

https://www.universetoday.com/72305/order-of-the-planets-from-the-sun/

https://www.universetoday.com/72305/order-of-the-planets-from-the-sun/


https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org/article/explainer-earth-layer-layer

https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org/article/explainer-earth-layer-layer


Planet covered with water

End of heavy bombardment
First cyanobacteria

Moon

Photosynthetic life

Oxygen

Multicellular life

Ice 
ages

Precambrian -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cambrian 
Explosion!

Rained for 1-2 million years!



Dinosaurs evolvedCambrian Explosion

Mass Extinction Event

Evolution of HumansIce ages



Bruno 
Martini



The Minerals on our Planet





https://gotbooks.miracosta.edu/earth_science/images/periodic_table2.jpg



https://gotbooks.miracosta.edu/earth_science/chapter2.html

% by weight 
of earth’s 
crust!



Difference between elements and minerals and rocks



Difference between elements and minerals and rocks

http://ratw.asu.edu/aboutrocks_whatarerocks.html



Common 
minerals

https://gotbooks.miracosta.edu/earth
_science/chapter2.html



https://www.pinterest.com/pin
/479351954076657289/



https://pressbooks-
dev.oer.hawaii.edu/chemistry/chapter/the-
solid-state-of-matter/



https://gotbooks.miracosta.edu/earth_
science/images/salt.jpg



http://www.scienceline.ucsb.edu/images/dia
mond-graph.jpg



http://som.web.cmu.edu/structures/S087-
garnet.html

Structure Type 087: Ca3Fe2Si3O12 (Garnet)

(Si blue, O red, Fe dark gray, Ca green)


